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Abstract

Given a non-trivial braid word, Handle Reduction is a procedure for finding an equivalent braid word which is
either positive or negative with respect to the σ-ordering, also known as Dehornoy´s order. The name Handle refers
to the local geometric aspect of braid, as if it were the handle of a briefcase. Handle Reduction thus gives rise to a
procedure for deciding which of two braids is largest with respect to Dehornoy´s ordering, or if they are equivalent.
Dehornoy studied and proved that Single Handle Reduction, in which the handle moves over only one strand, gives
rise to an algorithm. This algorithm applied to a non-trivial braid word returns a positive or negative braid word (with
respect to the σ-ordering), equivalent to the original word. Dehornoy conjectured that Coarse Handle Reduction,
moving the handle over all the other strands, also gives rise to an algorithm. We contribute to proving this conjecture
is true by analyzing first what we call 2-Strand Handle Reduction, where the handle moves over two strands. We
show that the 2-Strand Handle Reduction gives rise to an algorithm over an infinite family of braids improving the
work of Dehornoy´s. Furthermore, we sketch the proof for the convergence of k-Strand Handle Reduction in that
same infinite family of braids words, for a general positive integer k, and prove its equivalence to the Coarse Handle
Reduction.
Keywords: braids, ordering braids, handles, handle reduction, coarse handle reduction

1. Introduction

In 1925 Emil Artin [1] introduced the group Bn - with
Artin’s presentation - even if since the XIX century
Braid Theory has been studied [8]. The ordering of
braids corresponds to the combination of two fields in
mathematics, Braid Theory and the Theory of Order-
able Groups. Only in the 90’s Dehornoy proved that
braids have a natural order, compatible with their alge-
braic structure - by proving the convergence of the (Sin-
gle) Handle Reduction algorithm [3]. We are interested
in the so-called σ-order (also known as the Dehornoy or-
der) but many other orders (and other ways of defining
the equivalent orders) have been proposed before and
after that ([7], [6], [9]).

The problem is that it is not immediate why given two
arbitrary braids one is larger than the other (or if they are
the same). Based on Dehornoy’s work, and following an
open question left by him, we give directions for prov-
ing the convergence of one kind of handle reduction, the
Coarse Handle Reduction, by proving the convergence
of 2-Strand Handle Reduction for an infinite family of
braid words. For that we generalize and improve De-
hornoy’s construction. From there we generalize our
procedure to k-Strand - for any natural number k - (and
for that we will define and present a sketch for the in-
duction proof of convergence). With all these results the
convergence of Coarse Handle Reductions follows from
the proof of equivalence between these two procedures.

2. State of the Art
The popular ways of dealing with braids are the follow-
ing: via group presentations with generators and rela-
tions - Artin´s Presentation, mostly -, or using strands
going over one another with juxtaposition as group op-
eration. These two groups are isomorphic [[2]]. We will
work mainly with Artin’s Presentation recurring to two
dimensional diagrammatic representations of geometric
braids when needed.

Definition 2.1. [1] Artin’s Presentation
For n > 2, the n-strand braid group, Bn, has the fol-
lowing presentation〈
σ1, ..., σn−1

∣∣∣∣ σiσj = σjσi for|i− j| > 2
σiσjσi = σjσiσj for|i− j| = 1

〉
(1)

This corresponds to saying that one can express
an n-string braid as a word composed by the letters
σ1, . . . , σn−1 up to the relations above. Where σj cor-
responds to crossing the jth and the (j+ 1)th strands in
such a way that jth crosses below while in σ−1

j crosses
over. So it is obvious that σjσ−1

j = ε, where ε is the
trivial braid, i.e. the identity of the braid group.

In the same way we may defineB∞ as the braid group
with infinite strands whose presentation has an infinite
number of generators, σ1, σ2, ..., subject to the same two
sorts of relations.
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2.1. Braid Ordering
To introduce the intended σ-order on the group of braids
we must start by defining positive braids, and with those,
negative and trivial braids.

Definition 2.2. [4] Positive Braids
We say that a braid is positive if there is a braid word
that represents it which is written using only the σi gen-
erators with positive powers. B+

n is the monoid com-
posed by the n-positive braids.

It is not difficult to prove that Bn is a group of frac-
tions for B+

n . Actually, the order we will introduce in
Bn is also very similar to the regular one inQ ((B∞, <)
is in fact order-isomorphic to (Q, <)), that is, the De-
hornoy order for braid is dense and the least element
larger than ε is σ1.

Another important notion is the one of left division in
the braid group.

Definition 2.3. [5] Left and Right Braid Divisors
Given β, β′ ∈ Bn we say that β′ is left divisor of β
(respectively right divisor) if β = β′γ (respectively β =
γβ′) for some γ ∈ B+

n .
Notation: we write β′ � β when β′ is left divisor of β
and β′ � β respectively.

We note that, since no element in B+
n \ {ε} has in-

verse, � induces a partial order on the monoid. In par-
ticular (B+

n ,�) is a lattice. By the fact that Bn is a
group of fractions for B+

n we get that (Bn,�) is a lat-
tice as well. This is the cue for introducing orders and
more particularly braid orders. So one can finally define
the σ-order as follows.

Definition 2.4. [4] Dehornoy’s order
An n-braid word ω is said to be σ-positive ( σ-negative)
if, from all its letters, those with the smallest index only
appear with a positive (negative) power1.

Let β, β′ ∈ Bn, we say that β <n β
′ if β−1β′ has an

n-braid word representative which is σ-positive.

Dehornoy’s order has the following properties:

Property A. [5]- Acyclicity
A σ-positive word is not trivial.

Property C. [5]- Comparison
Any non trivial n-braid admits an n-braid word repre-
sentative that is either σ-positive or σ-negative.

Theorem 2.1. [5] (Bn, <n) is a left invariant order and
it is a restriction of <∞ to Bn.

1In fact instead of using the σ-order, one could use the σi-order
which is equivalent. A word ω is σi-positive (negative) if it contains
at least one letter σi (σ−1

i ) and no letters σ−1
i (σi) nor σj (σ−1

j ) with
j < i.

2.2. Handles and Their Reduction
If an n-braid word, ω, is not σ-positive, nor σ-negative
nor the empty word, it has, by definition, some smallest
index i ∈ {1, ..., n − 1} such that σi and σ−1

i occurs in
ω, this is what we call a handle.

Definition 2.5. [4] Handle
If a braid word ω contains a subword of the form
σivσ

−1
i or σ−1

i vσi where v only has letters with index
bigger than i we call this subword handle, in particular
σi-handle.

But not all handles are of interest, we are only inter-
ested in the so-called permitted handles since these they
are the ones that allow the procedure to converge.

Definition 2.6. [4] Permitted Handles

• We say that a handle, σe
i vσ
−e
i , is permitted if v

does not include σi+1 − handles, that is, if v has
letters σi+1, they all have the same exponent.

• We call reduct of a permitted handle, ω = σe
i vσ
−e
i ,

the braid word ω′ obtained by handle reduction of
ω (as defined below). In this case we say ω is re-
ducible to ω′.

The Handle Reduction procedure consists of elimi-
nating the crossings σi and σ−1

i in such a way that ω
has one less σi-handle and no new smaller handles, i.e.
no σj-handle with j < i.

Definition 2.7. [4] Single Handle Reduction
Given a braid word with at least one handle, if that han-
dle is permitted we define its single reduction as:

ω = σe
i vσ
−e
i 7→ ω′ = v′ (2)

where v′ is v after replacing all σ±1
i+1 by σ−ei+1σ

±1
i σe

i+1.

Single Handle Reduction corresponds to the follow-
ing diagram (Figure 1) and can be written algebraically
as in expression 3 - for the left-hand side - and expres-
sion 4 for the right-hand side:

←→

Figure 1: Reducing a handle by Single Handle Reduc-
tion corresponds to pushing under the σj-handle in order
to cross below the σj+1 crossings.

σe
i v0σ

d1
i+1v1σ

d2
i+1...vk−1σ

dk
i+1vkσ

−e
i (3)

where v0, ..., vk are subwords containing only letters
with indices bigger than i + 1. If the handle is permit-
ted we have d1 = ... = dk = d. The reduction of this
general σi-handle is:

v0σ
−e
i+1σ

d
i σ

e
i+1v1σ

−e
i+1σ

d
i σ

e
i+1...vk−1σ

−e
i+1σ

d
i σ

e
i+1vk.

(4)
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Note that if v = ε the handle reduction is the same as
free reduction (σe

i σ
−e
i = ε), i.e., handle reduction gen-

eralizes free reduction. If we repeat the method and
if the procedure converges we will get a braid word
without handles and so, by definition, a σ-positive, σ-
negative or trivial word - and so Property C is true. This
is Dehornoys’s (Single) Handle Reduction proof of con-
vergence.

Theorem 2.2. [5] Given ω an n-braid-word where |ω| =
l. The Handle Reduction Procedure converges in at most
2n

4l steps.

We intend to find a similar result for Coarse Handle
Reduction. In This case a handle is reduced by having
it go over (or under) all the strands above it (see Figure
2). It is defined as follows.

Definition 2.8. [5] Coarse Handle Reduction
Given a braid word with at least one handle, if that han-
dle is permitted we define its coarse reduction as:

σe
i sh

i(v)σ−ei 7→ σ−ei+1...σ
−e
n−1sh

i−1(v)σe
n−1...σ

e
i+1

(5)
where sh : B∞ → B∞ is the shift endomorphism that
replaces all letters σj in a braid word by σj+1 and σ−1

j

by σ−1
j+1 for any j. 2

Coarse Handle Reduction can be seen diagrammati-
cally in Figure 2.

←→

Figure 2: Reducing a handle by Coarse Handle Reduc-
tion corresponds to pushing under a handle in order to
cross below every crossings above it, and in the process
crossing every string on the left and on the right

The convergence of this variant of the Handle Reduc-
tion Algorithm is not yet known. Our purpose is to indi-
cate a way to prove that it really converges, since imple-
mentation of the procedure seems to always converge.

3. 2-Strand Handle Reduction
Towards proving the convergence of Coarse Handle Re-
duction we start by proving the convergence of an "in-
termediate" procedure - as it will become clear - for a
particular infinite family of braid words. We call this
procedure 2-Strand Handle Reduction. One defines the
2-Strand Handle Reduction in a similar way to the Sin-
gle Handle Reduction. The difference is that the Single
Handle Reduction on a σi-handle just acts on the σi+1’s

2One may define Coarse Handle Reduction in an alternate way by
recurring to an operator that is very similar to sh, Θ (which we define
in the sequel), and it goes as follows

ω = σe
i vσ
−e
i 7→ ω′ = σ−e

i+1...σ
−e
n−1Θ(v)σe

n−1...σ
e
i+1

whereas the 2-Strand Handle Reduction also on a σi-
handle acts on σi+1’s and σi+2’s.

Roughly speaking in this case a handle is reduced by
having it go over (or under) the two strands right above
it (see Figure 3).

Definition 3.1. 2-Strand Handle Reduction
Given a braid word with at least one handle, if that han-
dle is permitted we define its 2-Strand reduction as:

ω = σe
i vσ
−e
i 7→ ω̂ = σ−ei+1v

′σe
i+1 (6)

where v′ is v after replacing all σ±1
i+2 by σ−ei+2σ

±1
i+1σ

e
i+2

and all σ±1
i+1 by σ±1

i .

←→

Figure 3: Reducing a handle by 2-Strand Handle Reduc-
tion corresponds to pushing under the σj-handle in order
to cross below the σj+1 crossings and also the σj+2’s.

Once again one can understand this with a diagram
(Figure 3) or algebraically. Consider Formula 3 for a
σ1-handle. We want to explore the braid word , ω, up
until its σi+2 letters.

ω = σe
i u00σ

d01
i+2u01σ

d02
i+2u02σ

d03
i+2 . . .

. . . u0(r0−1)σ
d0r0
i+2 u0r0

σd1
i+1

. . . σdk
i+1uk0σ

dk1
i+2uk1 . . . σ

dkrk
i+2 ukrkσ

−e
i , (7)

where u00, . . . , ukrk are subwords containing only let-
ters with indices bigger than i+ 2 and all exponents d ∈
{−1, 0, 1}. Since we are supposing that the handle is a
permitted one we get that d01 = · · · = d0r0 , . . . , dk1 =
· · · = dkrk and d1 = · · · = dk, so to simplify, we just
write d0 to dk and d respectively. Applying the defini-
tion we get the following braid word as the reduction of
the referred generic handle

red2(ω) = σ−ei+1u00σ
−e
i+2σ

d1

i+1σ
e
i+2u01 . . . u0r0

σd
i . . .

. . . σd
i uk0σ

−e
i+2σ

dk

i+1σ
e
i+2uk1 . . . ukrkσ

e
i+1 (8)

3.1. Convergence
Taking inspiration from [5] we simplify the procedure
by decomposing it in three simpler transformations:

Definition 3.2. 2-Strand Special Transformations
Given a braid word ω = ω1σ

e
i σ

f
j ω2 where ω1 and ω2

are also braid words and e, f ∈ {±1}, we define three
special transformations:

1. ω1σ
−e
j σf

i σ
e
jσ

e
iω2 for |i− j| = 1

2. ω1σ
−e
i+1σ

−e
j σf

i+1σ
e
jσ

e
i+1σ

e
iω2 for |i− j| = 2

3. ω1σ
−e
i+1σ

f
j σ

e
i+1σ

e
iω2 for |i− j| > 3
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Lemma 3.1. The 2-Strand Handle Reduction can be de-
scribed as a combination of the three previous special
transformations.

In order to prove the convergence of this handle re-
duction method we have to start by first proving that the
method is bounded and that inside that bounding set no
cycles exist. These two results are enough for proving
the convergence of the procedure. In order to get a good
definition of the bounding set we must start by defin-
ing the Div structure, defined below, and the notion of
a braid word drawn from a braid word set. First recall
Definition 2.3 on right and left divisors on page 2.

Definition 3.3. [5] Div Construction
Let β ∈ B+

n . We denote Div(β) the family of all left
divisors of β, i.e. Div(β) = {β′ : ε � β′ � β}

The terminology we will use is the following: given
X ⊆ B∞ and β∗ ∈ X we say that the braid word ω is
drawn from β∗ in X if, for each prefix v of ω, β∗v ∈ X .

Let us suppose that there are in fact braid words like
those such that any equivalent braid word obtained by
each step of the 2-Strand Handle Reduction are still
drawn from one of them into the Div of the other. That
is to say we first suppose the boundednes of the proce-
dure and prove the acyclicity, and after that find those
braid words that define the large enough Div. For that
we must consider the following definitions.

Definition 3.4. [5] Leftmost Handle
We say that a subword v is the leftmost handle in a braid
word ω if v is a handle, there exist p, q such that v is the
(p, q)-subword3 of ω, and there exist no p′ and no q′ with
q′ < q such that the (p′, q′)-subword of ω is a handle.

Definition 3.5. [5] For β, β′ ∈ B∞ and i > 0, we say
that β ≡i β

′ if β−1β′ ∈ shi(B∞) and we say that
β ≡ β′ if there is some i > 1 such that β ≡i β

′. This is
the same as saying that β and β′ are representatives of
the same equivalence class of braids.

• red2(ω) corresponds to the braid word obtained
from applying 2-Strand Handle Reduction to ω;

• ωm corresponds to the m-th iteration of the proce-
dure, i.e. redm2 (ω);

• π(ω) is the main prefix of ω, that is, the prefix that
ends at the first letter of the leftmost σ1-handle;

• h : B∞ → N is the map that gives the number of
σ1-handles in any given braid word;

• e : B∞→{±1} is the map that gives the exponent of
the last letter of π(ω).

With all this we are ready to state and prove the main
lemma which asserts the acyclicity of the procedure.

3The subword that start with the pth letter from ω and ends with
ω’s qth letter.

Lemma 3.2. Assume that ω is a braid word drawn from
β∗∗ in Div(β̄) and containing at least one handle. Then
three cases are possible:

• h(ω1) = h(ω) = 0;

• h(ω1) < h(ω);

• h(ω1) = h(ω) > 1 and in this case e(ω1) = e(ω)
and there is γ(ω) drawn from β∗∗π(ω) in Div(β̄)
such that π(ω1) ≡ π(ω)γ(ω). If the leftmost han-
dle of ω is a σi-handle with i > 2 then γ(ω) = ε,
if it is a σ1-handle then γ(ω) contains one letter
σ
−e(ω)
1 and no σe(ω)

1 .

This proves that while successively applying 2-Strand
Handle Reduction to a given a braid word - ω-, some pa-
rameters are monotonically decreasing. These parame-
ters are h and π. In fact each of these parameters is
strictly decreasing when the other is constant. This re-
sult, together with the following construction, will allow
us to prove the convergence of 2-Strand Handle Reduc-
tion (for a infinite family of braids, τ ).

By [5] we know that any braid word ω obtained by
Single Handle Reduction is drawn from β∗ in Div(β) for
β∗, β ∈ B+

∞. That is not the case for 2-Strand Handle
Reduction so we have to enlarge the Div construction,
that is, we have to find β∗∗ and β̄ in such a way that all
words obtained from ω by 2-Strand Handle Reduction
are drawn from β∗∗ in Div(β̄). For that we only need
to guarantee that this happens for all prefixes produced
by the three special transformations at each reduction.
In order to achieve this we need to answer a couple of
questions: how many prefixes are created from the three
special transformations when reducing just one handle?
The answer:

Lemma 3.3. Take a braid word with at least one per-
mitted handle, ω = ω−vσ

e
i vσ
−e
i ωv . When that handle

is reduced, with the three special transformations, the
number of prefixes involved is at most 2 + |ω|+ |v|(5 +
|ωv|+ 1

2 (1 + |v|)).

The other question is: what is the bound on the the
number of reductions? Now given the number of pos-
sible cases and the complexity of the matter, we will
only produce a bound for a particular case, which cor-
responds to an infinite family of braids. We have been
calling this family τ .

Definition 3.6. ti-Tower
A ti-tower is a braid word such that it has k σi letters
and k σ−1

i letters in the following way:

ω = u0σ
e
i u1σ

e
i . . . ut−1σ

e
i vσ
−e
i utσ

−e
i ut+1 . . . σ

−e
i u2t−1

(9)
where the underlined subword is the leftmost handle in
ω and each uj with j ∈ {0, . . . , 2t− 1} and v contains
only σs’s with s > i.
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Definition 3.7. τ family InBn the family τ is composed
by the ti-towers with i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} and t ∈ N.

Before we answer we need a technical lemma on the
number of σ2-handle reductions in a 21-Tower.

Lemma 3.4. Let ω be a 21-Tower, i.e.:

ω = ω−∞σ
e
1uσ

e
1vσ
−e
1 xσ−e1 ω+∞. (10)

Then after reducing the σ1-handle with 2-Strand Handle
Reduction one has to reduce at most

12n|ω|n+2 (11)

σi-handles (with i > 1) - not counting Free Reduction
- with the same procedure until we find another leftmost
σ1-handle.

So the answer is the following.

Proposition 3.1. The maximal number of handles one
has to reduce with 2-Strand Handle Reduction in order
to find an equivalent word for a t1-Tower, Ω, in Bn that
has no σ1-handles is

t−1∑
i=0

(1 + 8n(k + 1)|ωi|n+2). (12)

where ω0 = ε.

Combining both answers we get the following bound.

Lemma 3.5. The maximal number of prefixes from
braid words involved in reducing a t1-Tower, Ω, in Bn

with 2-Strand Handle Reduction in order to find its
equivalent word with no σ1-handles is of the order of

tn|Ω|n+5. (13)

What this proves is that there is a natural number
sufficiently large, K, such that the number of reduc-
tions needed are Ktn|Ω|n+5 = BΩ. Since BΩ, the
bound on the number of prefixes produced when re-
ducing Ω, is finite one can construct an enumeration
function, E, for the set of those prefixes. We end
up with a set of prefixes of the form {E(i)}i∈N0 =
{v0 = ε, . . . , vBΩ

}. This set of braid word pre-
fixes induces a set of pairs of non negative powers of
the form {(d00, e00), . . . , (dBΩ

, eBΩ
)}. Defining d′ =

maxj∈{0,...,B}(dj) and e′ = maxj∈{0,...,B}(ej) we
simply take

β∗∗ = ∆d′

n and β̄ = ∆d′+e′

n (14)

and by construction these braid words verify the needed
conditions for bounding the 2-Strand Handle Reduction.
With these two results we may state one of our major
results.

Theorem 3.1. Given any braid word ω there is a natural
number m such that redm2 (ω) = ωm has no handles.

4. Generalization
In order to expand the idea of a 2-Strand Handle Reduc-
tion to a k-Strand Handle Reduction4 we have to intro-
duce a function that acts on braid letters as explained
below.

Definition 4.1. [4] Θ Operator

Θt(v) = Θt(σi0 . . . σik) = Θt(σi0) . . .Θt(σik) (15)

and it acts on each letter according to its index, so

Θt(σi) =

{
σi−1 if i < t
σi if i > t

(16)

With this the definition of the k-Strand Handle Re-
duction becomes straightforward:

Definition 4.2. k-Strand Handle Reduction
Given a braid word with at least one handle, if that han-
dle is permitted we define its k-Strand reduction as: ω =
ω1σ

e
i vσ
−e
i ω2 7→ ω′ = ω1σ

−e
i+1 . . . σ

−e
k v′σe

k . . . σ
e
i+1ω2

and since we may write v as

v = u0σ
d
k+1u1σ

d
k+1 . . . σ

d
k+1ur (17)

then v′ corresponds to replace on v all σ±1
k+1 by

σ−ek+1σ
±1
k σe

k+1 and all σj with j < k+1 by σj−1 leaving
unchanged all σj with j > k + 1, i.e.:

v′ = Θk+1(u0)σ−ek+1σ
d
kσ

e
k+1Θk+1(u1) . . .Θk+1(ur)

(18)

The idea of the proof for the convergence of this pro-
cedure is analogous to the proof for 2-Strand Handle Re-
duction.

After giving guidelines for proving the convergence
of k-Strand Handle Reduction it is still left to be proven
that in fact that proof of convergence is equivalent to
proving the convergence of Coarse Handle Reduction.
We prove that for an n-string braid, reducing a σj-handle
by applying (n-1-j)-Strand Handle Reduction produces
the same output as applying Coarse Handle Reduction
to that same σj-handle, up to free reduction and the first
type of relations in Artin’s Presentation.

Theorem 4.1. Given an n-string braid, reducing a σj−
handle by applying (n-1-j)-Strand Handle Reduction is
equivalent to reducing that same σj−handle by Coarse
Handle Reduction, up to free reduction (σiσ−1

i = ε)
and exchanging sufficiently apart strings (σiσj = σjσi
if |i− j| ≥ 2).

4Another generalization one should do is to consider the conver-
gence of 2-Strand Handle Reduction for any braid word, instead of
only those from infinite family τ . Ford doing that we should consider
words with multiple ti-towers with different indices and understand
how reducing one tower interacts with those next to it.
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5. Conclusions and Further Work
We focused on producing a sketch of the proof of Coarse
Handle Reduction convergence by proving the conver-
gence of the 2-Strand Handle Reduction algorithm for
an infinite family of braid words, τ . Then we gener-
alized it for an arbitrary k, ending up with a proof for
the equivalence between the two methods. Besides ob-
viously ending the actual proof by proving the conver-
gence of 2-Strand Handle Reduction for any braid word
and then importing that for k-Strand Handle Reduction
we may also raise the question about the complexity of
such algorithms. For that it may be of importance opti-
mizing the bounding set Div. Also as further work one
should compare the complexities of the three referred
procedures/algorithms for Handle Reduction, since it is
obvious that Coarse Handle Reduction produces larger
braid words (the bigger the k is) than Single Handle
Reduction it is not at all obvious that the number of
steps for producing a σ-positive (or σ-negative or trivial)
braid word is inferior in one of the procedures.
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